T lymphocyte clones recognizing an HLA-DQw3.2-associated epitope involving residue 57 on the DQ beta chain.
The DQw3.2 specificity has previously been recognized using genomic RFLP analysis and certain combinations of monoclonal antibodies. Here we report three CD4+ T lymphocyte clones (TLCs) generated from a DR3,4; DQw2,w3.1 responder stimulated with cells from a DR3,4; DQw2,w3.2 donor, and using a modified cloning procedure involving enrichment of IL-2 receptor-positive T cell during priming. The resulting TLCs were strongly inhibited by some monoclonal anti-DQ, but not anti-DR or -DP antibodies. In panel studies using HLA homozygous stimulating cells, it was found that the TLCs recognize an HLA epitope encoded by a DQ gene carried only by DR4,DQw3.2 haplotypes. By comparison with published DQ chain amino acid sequences of some stimulating cells able or not to induce a response in these clones, evidence was obtained that Ala at position 57 on the DQ beta chain is most probably involved in the epitope. The epitope is present on cells from 12 out of 12 DR4,DQw3 insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) patients, but on cells only from 6 out of 12 healthy DR4,DQw3 controls. Thus, a DQ-encoded epitope involving residue 57 on the DQ beta chain, and which is strongly associated to IDDM, may be recognized by T cells.